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Building the Next Berkshire Hathaway
On March 14, 2012, more than three million people read Greg Smith's bombshell
Op-Ed in the New York Times titled "Why I Am Leaving Goldman Sachs." The
column immediately went viral, became a worldwide trending topic on Twitter, and
drew passionate responses from former Fed chairman Paul Volcker, legendary
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General Electric CEO Jack Welch, and New York City mayor Mike Bloomberg.
Mostly, though, it hit a nerve among the general public who question the role of
Wall Street in society -- and the callous "take-the-money-and-run" mentality that
brought the world economy to its knees a few short years ago. Smith now picks up
where his Op-Ed left off. His story begins in the summer of 2000, when an idealistic
21-year-old arrives as an intern at Goldman Sachs and learns about the firm's
Business Principle #1: Our clients' interests always come first. This remains Smith's
mantra as he rises from intern to analyst to sales trader, with clients controlling
assets of more than a trillion dollars. From the shenanigans of his summer
internship during the technology bubble to Las Vegas hot tubs and the excesses of
the real estate boom; from the career lifeline he received from an NFL Hall of
Famer during the bear market to the day Warren Buffett came to save Goldman
Sachs from extinction-Smith will take the reader on his personal journey through
the firm, and bring us inside the world's most powerful bank. Smith describes in
page-turning detail how the most storied investment bank on Wall Street went
from taking iconic companies like Ford, Sears, and Microsoft public to becoming a
"vampire squid" that referred to its clients as "muppets" and paid the government
a record half-billion dollars to settle SEC charges. He shows the evolution of Wall
Street into an industry riddled with conflicts of interest and a profit-at-all-costs
mentality: a perfectly rigged game at the expense of the economy and the society
at large. After conversations with nine Goldman Sachs partners over a twelvemonth period proved fruitless, Smith came to believe that the only way the system
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would ever change was for an insider to finally speak out publicly. He walked away
from his career and took matters into his own hands. This is his story.

Sonho grande
A Washington Post Bestseller Three Principles for Managing—and Avoiding—the
Problems of Growth Why is profitable growth so hard to achieve and sustain? Most
executives manage their companies as if the solution to that problem lies in the
external environment: find an attractive market, formulate the right strategy, win
new customers. But when Bain & Company’s Chris Zook and James Allen, authors
of the bestselling Profit from the Core, researched this question, they found that
when companies fail to achieve their growth targets, 90 percent of the time the
root causes are internal, not external—increasing distance from the front lines, loss
of accountability, proliferating processes and bureaucracy, to name only a few.
What’s more, companies experience a set of predictable internal crises, at
predictable stages, as they grow. Even for healthy companies, these crises, if not
managed properly, stifle the ability to grow further—and can actively lead to
decline. The key insight from Zook and Allen’s research is that managing these
choke points requires a “founder’s mentality”—behaviors typically embodied by a
bold, ambitious founder—to restore speed, focus, and connection to customers: •
An insurgent’s clear mission and purpose • An unambiguous owner mindset • A
relentless obsession with the front line Based on the authors’ decade-long study of
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companies in more than forty countries, The Founder’s Mentality demonstrates the
strong relationship between these three traits in companies of all kinds—not just
start-ups—and their ability to sustain performance. Through rich analysis and
inspiring examples, this book shows how any leader—not only a founder—can
instill and leverage a founder’s mentality throughout their organization and find
lasting, profitable growth.

The New Tycoons
Jony Ive's designs have not only made Apple one of the most valuable companies
in the world; they have overturned entire industries, from music and mobile
phones to PCs and tablets. But for someone who has changed the world as much
as he has, little is widely known about Apple's senior vice president of industrial
design. Unlike his former boss and creative partner Steve Jobs, Ive shuns the
spotlight. Naturally shy and soft-spoken, he lets his work speak for itself and
concerns himself only with his craft.

Dream Big
It's time to redefine the CEO success story. Meet eight iconoclastic leaders who
helmed firms where returns on average outperformed the S&P 500 by more than
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20 times.

The 3G Way
The rich have always been different from you and me, but this revealing and funny
journey through “Richistan” entertainingly shows that they are more different than
ever. Richistanis have 400-foot-yachts, 30,000-square-foot homes, house staffs of
more than 100, and their own “arborists.” They’re also different from Old Money,
and have torn down blue-blood institutions to build their own shining empire.
Richistan is like the best travel writing, full of colorful and interesting stories
providing insights into exotic locales. Robert Frank has been loitering on the docks
of yacht marinas, pestering his way into charity balls, and schmoozing with real
estate agents selling mega-houses to capture the story of the twenty-first
century’s nouveau riche: House-training the rich. People with new wealth have to
be taught how to act like, well, proper rich people. Just in the nick of time, there’s
been a boom in the number of newly trained butlers—“household managers”—who
will serve just the right cabernet when a Richistani’s new buddies from Palm Beach
stop by. “My boat is bigger than your boat.” Only in Richistan would a 100-footboat be considered a dinghy. Personal pleasure craft have started to rival navy
destroyers in size and speed. Richistan is also a place where friends make fun of
those misers who buy the new girlfriend a mere Mercedes SLK. “You want my
money? Prove that you’re helping the needy!” Richistanis are not only consuming
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like crazy, they’re also shaking up the establishment’s bureaucratic, slow-moving
charity network, making lean, results-oriented philanthropy an important new
driving force. Move over, Christian Coalition. Richistanis are more Democratic than
Republican, “fed up and not going to take it anymore,” and willing to spend
millions to get progressive-oriented politicians elected. “My name is Mike and I’m
rich.” Think that money is the answer? Think again as Robert Frank explores the
emotional complexities of wealth. And, as Robert Frank reveals, there is not one
Richistan but three: Lower, Middle, and Upper, each of which has its own levels and
distinctions of wealth —the haves and the have-mores. The influence of Richistan
and the Richistanis extends well beyond the almost ten million households that
make up its population, as the nonstop quest for status and an insatiable demand
for luxury goods reshapes the entire American economy. From the Hardcover
edition.

50 Berkshire Hathaway Letters to Shareholders 1965-2014
A trilogia de vendedor de corpo, mente e alma tem como objetivo principal mostrar
o poder que esses três elementos têm quando são trabalhados em harmonia pelo
vendedor. Na vida prática, quando temos um objetivo em que nos envolvemos por
completo, ou seja, de corpo, mente e alma, geralmente os resultados esperados
são alcançados ou, até mesmo, superados, isso porque estamos em harmonia com
nosso ser. A metodologia de vendedor de corpo, mente e alma traz uma nova
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abordagem para o século 21 e, principalmente, joga luz sobre a área de vendas,
onde, até agora, muito se explorou sobre os processos e técnicas de vendas. Essa
metodologia é focada em comportamentos, habilidades e atitudes, características
essas que estão sob o nosso controle, responsabilidade e, principalmente, que
podem ser exaustivamente desenvolvidas para que possamos ter uma vida plena
e próspera, com resultados muito acima da média das pessoas comuns. Se você
realmente está em busca de algo que definitivamente possa ajudá-lo a se
transformar em um verdadeiro líder em vendas, atingindo resultados nunca
alcançados, tenha certeza de que encontrou o método que irá ajudá-lo a partir de
agora. Porém é importante ressaltar que para atingir os resultados esperados,
você precisa seguir a metodologia e dedicar-se para tornar um vendedor completo,
ou seja, um vendedor de corpo, mente e alma. Tenha certeza de que ao se tornar
um vendedor de corpo, mente e alma, amando e servindo verdadeiramente aos
seus clientes, estes certamente o terão como um vendedor amigo. Rumo ao topo
das realizações!

A Short History of Europe
Uncovers the opportunism, unbridled power, family conflict, and sex scandals
hidden behind the red, white, and blue logo of the Anheuser-Busch family dynasty
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Where Are the Customers' Yachts
Na década de 1980, Vicente Falconi, então professor de Engenharia da UFMG,
começou a cruzar o Brasil para apresentar a empresários conceitos inspirados na
eficiência das companhias japonesas e que eram praticamente desconhecidos no
país. O Professor levaria a combinação poderosa de disciplina e foco financeiro
para empresas como Gerdau, Sadia (depois BRF), Unibanco e dezenas de outras no
Brasil e no exterior. Foi graças à sua atuação que gigantes globais como a
cervejaria AB InBev aprenderam, por exemplo, a estabelecer – e cobrar – metas
para todos os seus milhares de funcionários. Na esfera pública, nenhum outro
consultor brasileiro se tornaria tão influente. Nos últimos 20 anos, Falconi se
envolveu em projetos em diversos municípios e estados do país. Ele foi um dos
artífices do maior programa federal para redução de consumo de energia elétrica,
em 2001, quando o país viveu o risco de um "apagão" – as metas de consumo
estabelecidas para clientes comerciais, industriais e residenciais foram ditadas por
ele. Este livro relata em detalhes o pensamento e a trajetória de Falconi, revelando
os princípios de liderança e gestão que podem transformar organizações grandes
ou pequenas, públicas ou privadas. A obra conta ainda os bastidores da consultoria
criada por ele – onde, algumas vezes, disputas de poder colocaram em xeque as
lições ensinadas pelo Professor.
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Champ
NAMED BEST MARKETING BOOK OF 2011 BY THE AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION How organizations can deliver significant performance gains through
strategic investment in marketing In the new era of tight marketing budgets, no
organization can continue to spend on marketing without knowing what's working
and what's wasted. Data-driven marketing improves efficiency and effectiveness of
marketing expenditures across the spectrum of marketing activities from branding
and awareness, trail and loyalty, to new product launch and Internet marketing.
Based on new research from the Kellogg School of Management, this book is a
clear and convincing guide to using a more rigorous, data-driven strategic
approach to deliver significant performance gains from your marketing. Explains
how to use data-driven marketing to deliver return on marketing investment
(ROMI) in any organization In-depth discussion of the fifteen key metrics every
marketer should know Based on original research from America's leading
marketing business school, complemented by experience teaching ROMI to
executives at Microsoft, DuPont, Nisan, Philips, Sony and many other firms Uses
data from a rigorous survey on strategic marketing performance management of
252 Fortune 1000 firms, capturing $53 billion of annual marketing spending Indepth examples of how to apply the principles in small and large organizations
Free downloadable ROMI templates for all examples given in the book With every
department under the microscope looking for results, those who properly use data
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to optimize their marketing are going to come out on top every time.

Jimmy, an Autobiography
In Winning, their 2005 international bestseller, Jack and Suzy Welch created a rare
document, both a philosophical treatise on fundamental business practices and a
gritty how-to manual, all of it delivered with Jack's trademark candor and can-do
optimism. It seemed as if "no other management book," in the words of legendary
investor Warren E. Buffett, would "ever be needed." Instead, Winning uncovered an
insatiable thirst to talk about work. Since the book's publication, the Welches have
received literally thousands of questions from college students and seasoned
professionals alike, on subjects ranging from leadership and global competition to
tough bosses and building teamwork. Indeed, questions about virtually every
business and career challenge have poured in—some familiar, others surprising,
many urgent and probing, and all of them powerfully real. Winning: The Answers
takes on the most relevant of these questions, and in doing so, its candid, hardhitting responses expand and extend the conversation Jack and Suzy Welch began
with Winning. It is a dialogue that is sure to be both compelling and immensely
useful to anyone and everyone engaged in the vital work of helping an
organization grow and thrive.
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Business Adventures
From the age of nine years, Michael dreams of playing basketball for the United
States in the Olympics, and with hard work and his mother's encouragement, he
realizes his dream.

Dream Big
Vendedor de Corpo, Mente e Alma!
Under the Influence
One of the Forbes 400 wealthiest Americans, former CEO Clayton tells his story,
from being born to poor cotton farmers in west Tennessee to building Clayton
Homes into one of the top distributors and loaners in the mobile home industry.

What is Water?
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Richistan
The world no longer defines successful businesspeople by their suit and ties. Today
we live in a world where any entrepreneur can create a successful, profitable,
enjoyable business in whatever style suits him or her the best. And hey, if putting
on a suit and heading for your corporate office is what works best for you, that's
great. But if throwing on your favorite pair of blue jeans and heading for the beach
works better, that's cool too. In Business in Blue Jeans: How to Have a Successful
Business on Your Own Terms, in Your Own Style, you'll learn how to create and
grow a business that works for you. More than just a "how to" guide, Business in
Blue Jeans, contains actionable, practical that show you how to: Break through the
"brain junk" that's been getting in your way to starting a business. Develop a
business idea (or hone the one you already have) with real potential for success.
Package your idea to attract the people who want what you have to offer and will
pay for it. Become visible to your potential customers and clients so that they think
of you first. Stand head and shoulders above your competitors without spending an
extra dime. Build a community and network that includes the support and the
connections you need, drawing people in instead of pushing them away. Hire, train,
and manage a team as your business grows so that it's never out of control (and so
you can hit the beach!). We live in an ever-changing economy and that can make
starting and growing a business seem daunting. But with the right guidance, you,
too, can have successful business that makes everything else that you want in life
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possible.

Business in Blue Jeans
"Abilio tem uma energia admirável. Está aí com 78 anos e correndo atrás,
pensando grande. Eu acho isso um espetáculo." – Jorge Paulo Lemann A trajetória
de Abilio Diniz, o empresário brasileiro mais importante do varejo global Em 1948,
o imigrante Valentim dos Santos Diniz inaugurou uma discreta doceria em São
Paulo chamada Pão de Açúcar. Menos de uma década depois, acompanhado de
seu primogênito, Abilio, "seu Santos", como o patriarca era conhecido, abriu o
primeiro supermercado da família. Era o passo inicial para a construção de uma
companhia que se tornaria a maior varejista do Brasil, com um faturamento anual
de 64,4 bilhões de reais em 2013. Foi graças à ambição de Abilio Diniz que o
pequeno negócio familiar se transformou numa potência. Mercurial, decidido,
arrojado, polêmico, arrogante. São muitos os adjetivos que podem descrever Abilio
Diniz. Mas talvez nenhum seja tão apropriado como resiliente. Ao longo da vida ele
enfrentou um sequestro, uma cruel briga familiar, inúmeras crises econômicas e,
finalmente, uma queda de braço que acabaria por afastá-lo do negócio ao qual
dedicara mais de cinco décadas de sua vida. Pois hoje, em vez de diminuir o ritmo,
o empresário acelera em outra direção. Tornou-se recentemente um dos maiores
investidores do Carrefour no Brasil e na França – e ainda um acionista relevante na
BRF, a gigante de alimentos nascida da fusão entre Sadia e Perdigão.
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Dream Big
A predictable pattern of success Entrepreneurs who have read early drafts of The
Start-Up J Curve responded, ''I wish I had this book years ago.'' A start-up unfolds
in a predictable pattern; the more aware entrepreneurs are of this pattern, the
better able they will be to capitalize on it. Author Howard Love calls this pattern
the start-up J Curve: The toughest part of the endeavor is the time between the
actual start of a new business and when the product and model are firmly
established. The Start-Up J Curve gives entrepreneurs the tools they need to get
through the early challenges so they can reach the primary value creation that lies
beyond. Love brings thirty-five years of start-up experience to this comprehensive
guide to starting a business. He outlines the six predictable stages of start-up
growth and details the activities that should be undertaken at each stage to ensure
success and to avoid common pitfalls. Instead of feeling lost and confused after a
setback, start-up founders and investors can anticipate the challenges, overcome
the obstacles, and ride the curve to the top.

Abilio
We all know what water is, and we often take it for granted. But the spectre of a
worldwide water crisis suggests that there might be something fundamentally
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wrong with the way we think about water. Jamie Linton dives into the history of
water as an abstract concept, stripped of its environmental, social, and cultural
contexts. Reduced to a scientific abstraction - to mere H20 - this concept has given
modern society licence to dam, divert, and manipulate water with apparent
impunity. Part of the solution to the water crisis involves reinvesting water with
social content, thus altering the way we see water. An original take on a
deceptively complex issue, What Is Water? offers a fresh approach to a
fundamental problem.

Dream Big
New York Times Bestseller Washington Post Bestseller Los Angeles Times
Bestseller Stress Test is the story of Tim Geithner’s education in financial crises. As
president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and then as President Barack
Obama’s secretary of the Treasury, Timothy F. Geithner helped the United States
navigate the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, from boom to bust to
rescue to recovery. In a candid, riveting, and historically illuminating memoir, he
takes readers behind the scenes of the crisis, explaining the hard choices and
politically unpalatable decisions he made to repair a broken financial system and
prevent the collapse of the Main Street economy. This is the inside story of how a
small group of policy makers—in a thick fog of uncertainty, with unimaginably high
stakes—helped avoid a second depression but lost the American people doing it.
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Stress Test is also a valuable guide to how governments can better manage
financial crises, because this one won’t be the last. Stress Test reveals a side of
Secretary Geithner the public has never seen, starting with his childhood as an
American abroad. He recounts his early days as a young Treasury official helping
to fight the international financial crises of the 1990s, then describes what he saw,
what he did, and what he missed at the New York Fed before the Wall Street boom
went bust. He takes readers inside the room as the crisis began, intensified, and
burned out of control, discussing the most controversial episodes of his tenures at
the New York Fed and the Treasury, including the rescue of Bear Stearns; the
harrowing weekend when Lehman Brothers failed; the searing crucible of the AIG
rescue as well as the furor over the firm’s lavish bonuses; the battles inside the
Obama administration over his widely criticized but ultimately successful plan to
end the crisis; and the bracing fight for the most sweeping financial reforms in
more than seventy years. Secretary Geithner also describes the aftershocks of the
crisis, including the administration’s efforts to address high unemployment, a
series of brutal political battles over deficits and debt, and the drama over
Europe’s repeated flirtations with the economic abyss. Secretary Geithner is not a
politician, but he has things to say about politics—the silliness, the nastiness, the
toll it took on his family. But in the end, Stress Test is a hopeful story about public
service. In this revealing memoir, Tim Geithner explains how America withstood
the ultimate stress test of its political and financial systems. From the Hardcover
edition.
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From Revolution to Power in Brazil
Zero-base Budgeting
Inside the Trillion Dollar Industry That Owns Everything What do Dunkin' Donuts, J.
Crew, Toys "R" Us, and Burger King have in common? They are all currently or just
recently were owned, operated, and controlled by private equity firms. The New
Tycoons: Inside the Trillion Dollar Private Equity Industry That Owns Everything
takes the reader behind the scenes of these firms: their famous billionaire
founders, the overlapping stories of their creation and evolution, and the outsized
ambitions that led a group of clever bankers from small shops operating in a corner
of Wall Street into powerhouse titans of capital. This is the story of the money and
the men who handle it. Go inside the private worlds of founders Henry Kravis,
Steve Schwarzman, David Bonderman, and more in The New Tycoons, and
discover how these men have transformed the industry and built the some of the
most powerful and most secretive houses of money in the world. With numerous
private equity firms going public for the first time, learn how these firms operate,
where their money comes from and where it goes, and how every day millions of
customers, employees, and retirees play a role in that complex tangle of money
Author Jason Kelly tells the story of how thirty some years ago a group of
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colleagues with $120,000 of their own savings founded what would become one of
the largest private equity shops in the world, completing the biggest buyout the
world has ever seen, and making them all billionaires in the process Presents a
never-before-seen look inside a secretive and powerful world on the verge of
complete transformation as the industry and its leaders gain public profiles,
scrutiny, and political positions Analyzing the founders and the firms at a crucial
moment, when they've elevated themselves beyond their already lofty ambitions
into the world of public opinion and valuation, New Tycoons looks at one of the
most important, yet least examined, trillion-dollar corners of the global economy
and what it portends for these new tycoons.

Bernard M. Baruch
It is becoming more and more difficult to find well-managed companies in today's
business world. The recent financial blowups demonstrate the overriding lack of
respect for shareholders. For their own benefit, management risks shareholder
assets without restraint. If the risky bets pay off, bonuses are awarded. If the risky
bets fail, it is no loss to management and they may just get a hefty severance
package in the process. However, from back in the 1960s, one man, Warren
Buffett, has dedicated himself completely to his shareholders. In managing
Berkshire Hathaway, Buffett took a company worth $40 per share and built it into
and empire worth close to $100,000 per share in today's market. In spite of this
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incredible success, very few of Buffett's actions are replicated in modern business
practices. Building the Next Berkshire Hathaway outlines the business principles
that helped establish this company as one of the best run in U.S. history. Whether
you are an investor who wants to be able to recognize the potential for business
success or an executive ready to establish policies that benefit your shareholders,
this book is an indispensable resource. There are a number of books that will tell
you how to invest like Warren Buffett-this book takes it a step further to show how
his success as a CEO was tied to his treatment of shareholders.

Brazillionaires
Don Keough—a former top executive at Coca-Cola and now chairman of the elite
investment banking firm Allen & Company—has witnessed plenty of failures in his
sixty-year career (including New Coke). He has also been friends with some of the
most successful people in business history, including Warren Buffett, Bill Gates,
Jack Welch, Rupert Murdoch, and Peter Drucker. Now this elder statesman reveals
how great enterprises get into trouble. Even the smartest executives can fall into
the trap of believing in their own infallibility. When that happens, more bad
decisions are sure to follow. This light-hearted “how-not-to” book includes
anecdotes from Keough's long career as well as other infamous failures. His
commandments for failure include: Quit Taking Risks; Be Inflexible; Assume
Infallibility; Put All Your Faith in Experts; Send Mixed Messages; and Be Afraid of
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the Future. As he writes, “After a lifetime in business I've never been able to
develop a step-by-step formula that will guarantee success. What I could do,
however, was talk about how to lose. I guarantee that anyone who follows my
formula will be a highly successful loser.”

Vicente Falconi – O que importa é resultado
The 3G Way is an introduction to the management style developed by three
Brazilian entrepreneurs who took over some of the main icons of American
capitalism: Anheuser Busch, Heinz and Burger King.

The Big Zero
"Once I picked it up I did not put it down until I finished. . . . What Schwed has done
is capture fully-in deceptively clean language-the lunacy at the heart of the
investment business." -- From the Foreword by Michael Lewis, Bestselling author of
Liar's Poker ". . . one of the funniest books ever written about Wall Street." -- Jane
Bryant Quinn, The Washington Post "How great to have a reissue of a hilarious
classic that proves the more things change the more they stay the same. Only the
names have been changed to protect the innocent." -- Michael Bloomberg "It's
amazing how well Schwed's book is holding up after fifty-five years. About the only
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thing that's changed on Wall Street is that computers have replaced pencils and
graph paper. Otherwise, the basics are the same. The investor's need to believe
somebody is matched by the financial advisor's need to make a nice living. If one
of them has to be disappointed, it's bound to be the former." -- John Rothchild,
Author, A Fool and His Money, Financial Columnist, Time magazine Humorous and
entertaining, this book exposes the folly and hypocrisy of Wall Street. The title
refers to a story about a visitor to New York who admired the yachts of the bankers
and brokers. Naively, he asked where all the customers' yachts were? Of course,
none of the customers could afford yachts, even though they dutifully followed the
advice of their bankers and brokers. Full of wise contrarian advice and offering a
true look at the world of investing, in which brokers get rich while their customers
go broke, this book continues to open the eyes of investors to the reality of Wall
Street.

A Few Lessons for Investors and Managers
Did you know every great thing started out as a dream? Its baseball season! Join
Champ on his way to practice as he learns the keys to realize his dreams!

The Start-Up J Curve
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This biography of Bernard Baruch considered to be renowned as the definitive
story about the notorious financial wizard and presidential advisor. Baruch's
political policies are discussed briefly, and James Grant includes a detailed account
of Baruch's trading and investment gains and losses.

The Outsiders
A sweeping, illustrated history of Europe--a continent whose imperial ambitions,
internal clashes, and existential threats are as vital today as they were during the
conquests of Alexander the Great In just a few hundred years, a modest peninsula
off the northwest corner of Asia has seen the rise and fall of several empires;
served as the crucible for scientific dynamism, cultural innovation, and economic
revolution; and witnessed cataclysms and bloodshed that have almost destroyed it
several times over. This is Europe: a continent whose identity emerged not so
much by virtue of geographic or ethnic continuity, but by a long and storied
struggle for power. Studded with infamous figures--from Caesar to Charlemagne
and Machiavelli to Marx--Simon Jenkins's history of Europe travels briskly from the
Roman Empire, the Dark Ages, and the Reformation through the French
Revolution, the World Wars, and the fall of the USSR. What emerges in this thrilling
and expansive telling is a continent as defined by its continually clashing cultural
identities and violent crises as it is by its tireless drive for a society based on the
consent of the governed -- which holds true right up to the present day.
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Becoming the Best
“Business Adventures remains the best business book I’ve ever read.” —Bill Gates,
The Wall Street Journal What do the $350 million Ford Motor Company disaster
known as the Edsel, the fast and incredible rise of Xerox, and the unbelievable
scandals at General Electric and Texas Gulf Sulphur have in common? Each is an
example of how an iconic company was defined by a particular moment of fame or
notoriety; these notable and fascinating accounts are as relevant today to
understanding the intricacies of corporate life as they were when the events
happened. Stories about Wall Street are infused with drama and adventure and
reveal the machinations and volatile nature of the world of finance. Longtime New
Yorker contributor John Brooks’s insightful reportage is so full of personality and
critical detail that whether he is looking at the astounding market crash of 1962,
the collapse of a well-known brokerage firm, or the bold attempt by American
bankers to save the British pound, one gets the sense that history repeats itself.
Five additional stories on equally fascinating subjects round out this wonderful
collection that will both entertain and inform readers . . . Business Adventures is
truly financial journalism at its liveliest and best.

Winning: The Answers
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Have you ever had a dream? How did you make that dream come true? Dave
McGillivray is a world-renowned athlete, entrepreneur, captivating motivational
speaker, and philanthropist. He’s also the director of the Boston Marathon, the
world’s oldest and maybe most famous annual race! But he wasn’t always so
accomplished. In Dream Big: A True Story of Courage and Determination, his
nonfiction picture book for readers ages 6 to 10, Dave shares his unique, true story
about reaching deep and showing extreme determination in the face of doubt,
disappointment, and loss. In Dream Big: A True Story of Courage and
Determination, Dave is a small kid who wants more than anything to be a
professional athlete. But there’s one problem. You have to be tall to play
basketball. You have to be big to play football. And Dave? He’s little, but his
dreams are BIG. He turns to running, because you don’t have to be big to be a
marathon runner! But you do need to train. And Dave doesn’t do much training
before he crosses his first starting line of the Boston Marathon. Which is probably
why he doesn’t quite cross the finish line on his first attempt at the famous race.
But his Grandpa believes in him, and that’s enough to make Dave train hard for the
next Boston Marathon. But will his Grandpa be there to see him succeed? Kids and
grownups alike will be inspired by Dave’s story of passion, determination, and grit.
Nomad Press’s first foray into the genre of nonfiction picture books, Dream Big
delivers on all the promise you’d expect from a vibrant, real-life character paired
with an award-winning fine artist. Together, Dave McGillivray and Ron Himler
create a story that is heartwarming, inspiring, and beautifully presented.
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Stress Test
From Revolution to Power in Brazil: How Radical Leftists Embraced Capitalism and
Struggled with Leadership examines terrorism from a new angle. Kenneth Serbin
portrays a generation of Brazilian resistance fighters and militants struggling to
rebuild their lives after suffering torture and military defeat by the harsh
dictatorship that took control with the support of the United States in 1964, exiting
in 1985. Based on two decades of research and more than three hundred hours of
interviews with former members of the revolutionary organization National
Liberating Action, Serbin’s is the first book to bring the story of Brazil’s long night
of dictatorship into the present. It explores Brazil’s status as an emerging global
capitalist giant and its unique contributions and challenges in the social arena. The
book concludes with the rise of ex-militants to positions of power in a capitalist
democracy—and how they confronted both old and new challenges posed by
Brazilian society. Ultimately, Serbin explores the profound human questions of how
to oppose dictatorship, revive politics in the wake of brutal repression, nurture
democracy as a value, and command a capitalist system. This book will be of keen
interest to business people, journalists, policy analysts, and readers with a general
interest in Latin America and international affairs.

Dethroning the King
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How the King of Beers collapsed without a fight and what itmeans for America's
place in the post-Recession world How did InBev, a Belgian company controlled by
Brazilians, takeover one of America's most beloved brands with scarcely a
whimperof opposition? Chalk it up to perfect timing—and someunexpected help
from powerful members of the Busch dynasty, thevery family that had run the
company for more than a century. InDethroning the King, Julie MacIntosh, the
award-winningfinancial journalist who led coverage of the takeover for theFinancial
Times, details how the drama that unfolded atAnheuser-Busch in 2008 went largely
unreported as the world tumbledinto a global economic crisis second only to the
Great Depression.Today, as the dust settles, questions are being asked about how
the"King of Beers" was so easily captured by a foreign corporation,and whether the
company's fall mirrors America's dwindlingfinancial and political dominance as a
nation. Discusses how the takeover of Anheuser-Busch will be seen as adefining
moment in U.S. business history Reveals the critical missteps taken by the Busch
family and theAnheuser-Busch board Argues that Anheuser-Busch had a chance to
save itself fromInBev's clutches, but infighting and dysfunctionality behind
thescenes forced it to capitulate From America's heartland to the European
continent to Brazil,Dethroning the King is the ultimate corporate caper and
afascinating case study that's both wide reaching and profound.

The Clash of the Cultures
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Recommended Reading by Warren Buffet in his March 2013 Letterto Shareholders
How speculation has come to dominate investment—ahard-hitting look from the
creator of the first index fund. Over the course of his sixty-year career in the
mutual fundindustry, Vanguard Group founder John C. Bogle has witnessed
amassive shift in the culture of the financial sector. The prudent,value-adding
culture of long-term investment has been crowded outby an aggressive, valuedestroying culture of short-termspeculation. Mr. Bogle has not been merely an eyewitness to thesechanges, but one of the financial sector’s most activeparticipants.
In The Clash of the Cultures, he urges a return tothe common sense principles of
long-term investing. Provocative and refreshingly candid, this book discusses
Mr.Bogle's views on the changing culture in the mutual fund industry,how
speculation has invaded our national retirement system, thefailure of our
institutional money managers to effectivelyparticipate in corporate governance,
and the need for a federalstandard of fiduciary duty. Mr. Bogle recounts the history
of the index mutual fund, how hecreated it, and how exchange-traded index funds
have altered itsoriginal concept of long-term investing. He also presents afirsthand history of Wellington Fund, a real-world case study onthe success of
investment and the failure of speculation. The bookconcludes with ten simple rules
that will help investors meet theirfinancial goals. Here, he presents a common
sense strategy that"may not be the best strategy ever devised. But the number
ofstrategies that are worse is infinite." The Clash of the Cultures: Investment vs.
Speculationcompletes the trilogy of best-selling books, beginning withBogle on
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Investing: The First 50 Years (2001) and Don'tCount on It! (2011)

First a Dream
When Bloomberg News invited the young American journalist Alex Cuadros to
report on Brazil's emerging class of billionaires at the height of the historic
Brazilian boom, he was poised to cover two of the biggest business stories of our
time: how the giants of the developing world were taking their place at the center
of global capitalism, and how wealth inequality was changing societies
everywhere. The billionaires of Brazil and their massive fortunes resided at the
very top of their country's economic pyramid, and whether they quietly
accumulated exceptional power or extravagantly displayed their decadence, they
formed a potent microcosm of the world's richest .001 percent. They held sway
over the economy, government, media, and stewardship of the environment; they
determined the spiritual fates and populated the imaginations of their countrymen.
In 2012, Eike Batista ranked as the eighth-richest person in the world, was famous
for his marriage to a beauty queen, and was a fixture in the Brazilian press. But by
2015, Batista was bankrupt, his son Thor had been indicted for manslaughter, and
Brazil--its president facing impeachment, its provinces combating an epidemic, and
its business and political class torn apart by scandal--had become a cautionary tale
of a country run aground by its elites. Over four years, Cuadros reported on media
moguls and televangelists, energy barons and shadowy figures from the years of
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military dictatorship, soy barons who lived on the outskirts of the Amazon, and neweconomy billionaires spinning money from speculation. His zealous reporting takes
us from penthouses to courtrooms, from favelas to art fairs, from scenes of
unimaginable wealth to desperate, massive street protests. Within a business
narrative that deftly dramatizes the volatility of the global economy, Cuadros offers
us literary journalism with a grand sweep.--Adapted from dust jacket.

The Founder's Mentality
Jony Ive
Do you want to achieve startup speed at enterprise scale? Growth. It's what every
company strives for. But it's become more and more elusive as companies struggle
to hit their projected growth rates in an increasingly competitive market. While
zero-based budgeting (ZBB) has been wielded for decades to cut costs, it falls
short when it comes to spurring growth. But a zero-based mindset (ZBx) does that
and more. ZBx facilitates forensic oversight into resource allocation that funnels
savings back into growth initiatives and encourages new sources of innovation. The
Big Zero shows how a ZBx approach focuses on agility over austerity, visibility over
guesswork and the future over the past to fuel growth and competitiveness.
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The Ten Commandments for Business Failure
What does it mean in practice to be a values-based leader?When faced with real
situations, how can you be your best self andcreate best teams—while also being a
best partner withcustomers and vendors, a best investment for your stakeholders,
anda best citizen making a difference in the world? It's a tall order,but these are
the expectations for world-class organizationstoday. In his bestselling book From
Values to Action, HarryKraemer showed how self-reflection, balance, true selfconfidence,and genuine humility are the traits of today's most effectiveleaders. In
Becoming the Best, his highly anticipatedfollow-up, Kraemer reveals how, in
practical terms, anyone canapply these principles to become a values-based leader
and to helpcreate values-based organizations. Drawing on his own experiences as
the former CEO and chairman ofBaxter International, as well as those of other
notable leaders andorganizations, Kraemer lays out a pathway for understanding
theprinciples and putting them into practice, showing specifically,how to: Use selfreflection to become your "best self" as you leadyourself and others more
effectively Create a "best team" that understands and appreciates whatthey're
doing, and why Forge "best partnerships" through win/win collaboration
withvendors and customers that enhance the end user's experienceSupport the
mission, vision, and values of the organization togenerate returns that distinguish
a "best investment" Make a difference in the world beyond the organization
bybecoming a "best citizen" Powerful case studies from Campbell's Soup, Ernst &
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Young,Target, Northern Trust, and many others demonstrate the fourprinciples of
values-based leadership in action and show howthinking beyond the corporation
can trigger positive outcomes forboth the company and the world. Regardless of
level or job title, individuals can make adifference in their organization and beyond
by embodying theessential traits of a great leader. Becoming the Best offersa
definitive, actionable guide to show anyone how to apply inpractice the principles
of values-based leadership personally andprofessionally, making it an
indispensable manual for the new waveof better leaders.

Data-Driven Marketing
"My friend – and now partner – Jorge Paulo and his team are among the best
businessmen in the world. He is a fantastic person and his story should be an
inspiration to everybody, as it is for me." – Warren Buffett In just over forty years,
Jorge Paulo Lemann, Marcel Telles and Beto Sicupira built the biggest empire in the
history of Brazilian capitalism and launched themselves onto the world stage in an
unprecedented way. Over the past five years, they have acquired no fewer than
three globally-recognized American brands: Budweiser, Burger King and Heinz. This
has been achieved as discreetly as possible and they have shunned any personal
publicity. The management method they developed, which has been zealously
followed by their employees, is based on meritocracy, simplicity and constant cost
cutting. Their culture is as efficient as it is merciless and leaves no room for
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mediocre performances. On the other hand, those who bring in exceptional results
have the chance to become company partners and make a fortune. Dream Big
presents a detailed behind-the-scenes portrait of the meteoric rise of these three
businessmen, from the founding of Banco Garantia in the 1970s to the present
day.

Why I Left Goldman Sachs
"Meu amigo – e agora sócio – Jorge Paulo e sua equipe estão entre os melhores
homens de negócios do mundo. Ele é uma pessoa fantástica e sua história deveria
ser uma inspiração para todos os brasileiros, assim como é para mim." – Warren
Buffett Jorge Paulo Lemann, Marcel Telles e Beto Sicupira ergueram, em pouco
mais de quatro décadas, o maior império da história do capitalismo brasileiro e
ganharam uma projeção sem precedentes no cenário mundial. Nos últimos cinco
anos eles compraram nada menos que três marcas americanas conhecidas
globalmente: Budweiser, Burger King e Heinz. Tudo isso na mais absoluta
discrição, esforçando-se para ficar longe dos holofotes. A fórmula de gestão que
desenvolveram, seguida com fervor por seus funcionários, se baseia em
meritocracia, simplicidade e busca incessante por redução de custos. Uma cultura
tão eficiente quanto implacável, em que não há espaço para o desempenho
medíocre. Por outro lado, quem traz resultados excepcionais tem a chance de se
tornar sócio de suas companhias e fazer fortuna. Sonho grande é o relato
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detalhado dos bastidores da trajetória desses empresários desde a fundação do
banco Garantia, nos anos 70, até os dias de hoje.
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